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“I think those who are happiest here are active. They
see the beauty in all the brown of the desert. They love
the sunshine and enjoy the relaxed lifestyle.”

Spotlight on Prescott
“Everyone who comes here is charmed
by this little town,” Board says. “With
the picturesque courthouse on the town
square and antique stores galore, it’s
a fun place to visit. A lot of Prescott
residents have a summer home here and
a winter home in Phoenix. It offers the
best of both worlds as far as travel time
and year-round temperature.”

T

he Board by Board Design mission
statement is centered on a goal
of making each space about the
homeowner and not the designer. “The
essence of good design will always be
about people and how they live,” says
principal Christie Board. “I don’t want to
be the designer where every job looks
the same.” The full-service firm is split
into two key pursuits: the building of
custom homes, led by Board’s husband,
Robert, and the design of interior spaces,
including kitchens and baths. Residents
of Prescott, Arizona, for more than 16
years, the Boards are experts at achieving
the varying wants and needs of local
homeowners. “The Western, Indian and
Mexican influences will always be a strong
design feature because of the history in this
state,” Board says. “We are seeing a trend
toward contemporary and transitional
interiors, but those rustic touches will
always stay relevant here.” Board is known
for her process, in which she enables the
client an understanding of “the science of
putting materials together successfully,” an
important skill when working with a variety
of aesthetic preferences. Asked to shed
light on her affinity for northern Arizona,
Board’s answer is charmingly simple. “I love
the sunshine,” she says. “We lived in the
Northwest for years, and it is beautiful on
a sunny day, but those can be few and far
between. Here the sun shines every day. It’s
a happy place.”
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NORTHERN ARIZONA’S ADVANCEMENT:
A CONVERSATION WITH CHRISTIE BOARD
What makes northern Arizona a unique place/destination? What drew you to it? We came to Arizona for better weather and
Prescott for a great community in which to raise our son. How do you view northern Arizona changing over the next decade? It is
continuing to grow. More people are retiring here or adding a second home. I like seeing the growth, but I hope it will always maintain
the spirit of the Wild West. Do you often work on second homes? About 30 percent of my clients have second homes either here in
Prescott or elsewhere in the region.
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1. Ovid quianis etur maximus aborpor a sam lantemque consequ iaeprorehent autenisi auda diatem quid quis nietur, tem
quibus. 2. Ovid quianis etur maximus aborpor a sam lantemque consequ iaeprorehent autenisi auda diatem quid quis nietur,
tem quibus onsequ iaepror.

ON LOCATION NORTHERN ARIZONA

Board by Board is a builder of fine
Custom Homes, Remodels, and the “Seamless Addition.”
We are located in beautiful Prescott, Arizona.
With over 27 years experience in
custom residential design, Board by Board
is a company you can trust.
923.442.1387
boardbyboard.com
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1. The client wanted a kitchen that made a statement and better used the space. The custom range hood and classic glazed
white cabinets are just two of its special features. 2. This master bath is a mix of mosaic marble tile creating inlaid tile rugs, an
imported pedestal bathtub and butternut cabinets.
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